Get Paid for Prevention and
Build Solid Patient Relations

YOUR BENEFITS:
Get additional income from monthly
fees in Dentacoin (DCN) cryptocurrency
Focus on prevention and build solid,
long-term patient relations
Set up an in-house assurance by your
own rules, with no intermediates
Take advantage of a FREE, easy-to-use,
and highly automated solution

HOW IT WORKS
IN 5 STEPS:
Register at www.assurance.dentacoin.com.
Make sure you use the form for "Dentists"
and ﬁll out the necessary information.
Wait for approval (up to 72 hours).
After examining a suitable patient (e.g. someone
with no major dental issues or just after full
treatment), oﬀer them to conclude a Dentacoin
Assurance contract. Agree on the conditions monthly fees and services covered.
Jump back to the website to create and send them
a written proposal. Your patient can register for free
to check it out. If agreed, they should just sign the
contract, charge their account, and activate
monthly payments.
Provide the agreed check-ups, tooth cleanings, and
other services. Collect your monthly payments from
all Assurance contracts, cancel and create new
contracts with no intermediates.
Build a loyal patient base to retain for long
by showing them you truly care about their health.
Get promoted for free as a Dentacoin Assurance
partner dentist and improve your reputation as
a trendsetting practitioner!

HOW TO ENGAGE
YOUR PATIENTS:
INFORM THEM
Make sure your patients are aware
they can have preventive care and basic
treatments covered with a simple,
Assurance contract, concluded directly
between you and them. Your own rules,
no intermediates.

PRESENT DENTACOIN
Inform your patients they can earn DCN
by taking surveys, submitting reviews,
using Dentacare oral health app.
Thus, they will be able to reduce part of
their monthly fees and receive preventive
care at even more aﬀordable rates.

HELP THEM LEARN
Use our ready patient tutorials to help
them learn how to handle Dentacoin
Assurance, use the other Dentacoin apps
to their beneﬁt, open a wallet and manage
their DCN payments: https://bit.ly/3cYRBqg

PRESELECT THEM
Depending on your practice's concept,
it's likely that not all patients would be
suitable for Dentacoin Assurance.
Start small: Focus on people with decent
oral health or such that have just ﬁnished
their treatments. Cover basic care to
retain them for long.

GET IN TOUCH
For any inquiries or custom solution requests,
do not hesitate to write us at assurance@dentacoin.com

